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0. ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the dynamic process of change of computer
components, computer products and user-techniques. We will refer to
this process as the process of automation.
In

the

first

part

we

describe

the

structure of

the

process

of

automation. This structure consists of components and relations between
these components. Some

of

the

relations

can

be characterised

as

regularities. In the second part we briefly describe the State of the
Art in CAAD. From the State of the Art and the process of automation we
can extrapolate the State of the Future in Caad. This extrapolation
doesn't bring us to the future we want. The structure of the process of
automation will have to change if

we want future CAAD to develop

towards an ideal.

1. COMPONENTS OF THE PROCESS
In the following scheme the different stages of development that form
the total development process of automation are classified.

Stages of development of the process of automation:
1. Automated Production of Information
2. Application Techniques
3. Application Programme
4. Compiler
5. Operating System
6. Hardware
7. Processor
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT
We

will

describe

the

renewal process within the

different stages of

development in this paragraph from bottom to top.
2.1.

Processors

The root of innovation in the process of automation is formed by the
development of new chips. Most chip manufacturers build their chips in
families. Every two to four years a new, faster and more powerful member of
the

family

is

designed.

When

manufacturers start sampling.
limited

amount

of

chips

as

new

During

chip-designs
this

are

finished

chip

process they manufacture

testing-prototypes for

themselves and

a
as

development-prototypes for hardware designers and software firms.
2.2.

Hardware

The most important hardware components in Cad are computers and graphical
adapters. Both computer manufacturers and graphical display manufacturers
have to choose on which processor they want to build their new machines.
Like chips computers are built in families. A chip family forms the root of
a computer family. A new member of a computer-family is always based on the
new chip of the same family. New computers in a family have to be able to
run old programmes; they have to be compatible with the older machines.
This requirement conflicts with the wish to make complete use of the
possibilities of the new chip. Computer manufacturers always have to find
the optimum between compatibility of the machine and full use of the chip.
2.3.

Compilers

The number companies producing compilers is very limited. Compiler writers
usually concentrate on only one or two chips. This is one reason why
computer builders prefer not to use the newest chips.
2.4.

Operating Systems

Operating Systems and compilers are usually developed in close co-operation
between hardware manufacturers and software firms. Most major hardware
companies don't develop their own operating systems. With the development
of a new operating system software houses also have to find the optimum
between compatibility of their operating
machine.

system and

full

use

of

the
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2.5.

Application Programmes

Application programmes can only be developed when machines and compilers
are finished. It usually takes at least half a year after a machine is
released to

have

a

large

amount of

software

packages available. For

software houses it is very difficult to see which new computer is going to
be widely used and which not. Concentrating on the wrong machine may result
in

financial

losses

and

loss

of

market

position.

Furthermore their

experience and knowledge of this machine will be wasted.
2.6.

Application Techniques

Usually the development of application techniques is not considered to be
part of the process of automation. We do not agree with this, as we do not
consider the existence of systems to be the final objective of the process
of automation but their efficient use.
Users can only start to develop application techniques when new application
programmes exist and when they themselves have sufficient knowledge of
automation. Only users in a certain branch can develop these techniques
since only they can take decisions about new methods to do their work. When
new programmes or

updates cone to the market users have to start to

redesign their application techniques.
2.7.

Automated Production of Information

Initially

users

will

copy

their

traditional

techniques

when

using

computers. Only after some years of experience users start to change their
working method to make better use of computers.
3. RELATIONS
3.1.

Innovation Spiral

When a new product is developed in a certain stage of the process of
automation it will have a great impact on the stages of development higher
up in the spiral. In the following scheme we illustrate the

flow of

influence from the bottom of the automation technology, the production of
chips, to the top of the process of automation, the automated production of
information.
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At each stage of development in the process of automation the development
of new products or techniques takes at least half a year, but usually longer. This results in the inevitable fact that at one moment in time there
are different generations of processors in use in the different stages.
3.2. Information Spiral
We gain experience by using new products that are developed in a lower
stage. Through this experience we are able to formulate new demands for the
next generation of products that is developed in the stage below. This way
of formulating new demands takes place in all the stages of the process of
automation. We will refer to this flow of information as the information
spiral.
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4. REGULARITIES AND CONSTRAINTS
In the process of innovation we can recognize certain regularities and constraints

that

are

relevant

in

different

stages

in

the

process

of

automation.
4.1.

Pace of Innovation

The computer world is characterised by a nervous spirit of innovation. At
every stage people think that what is bought today will already be outdated
tomorrow. A number of remarks can be made to put this feeling in perspective.
As we have seen the process of automation consists of seven or more
different stages

which

are

mutually

dependent on

one

another.

Since

development in every stage takes at least half a year, it takes at least 4
years for a fundamental improvement to go all the way from early design to
efficient use.
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Four years is considered rather long in the automation industry. This innovation urge is stimulated intensively by many companies in all stages
through

the

practice

of

early

announcements. New

products

are

often

announced long before they are available on the market. Producers make
these announcements to keep buyers from buying products already available
from competitors. Very often the announced products appear on the market
much

later.

This

technique exists

in

all

stages

of

the

process

of

automation; early announcement is common practice for the manufacturers of
chips,

computers

and

software.

Paradoxically

the

practice

of

early

announcements slows down the process of automation. Since the buying pace
of the buyers is slowed down in all stages, the impact on the total time of
the process of automation is negative.

4.2.

Resistance to change; Continuity and Compatibility

It is very difficult to make drastic changes at any stage of the process of
automation. When new techniques or products are introduced from lower
stages the continuity of production has to be assured. For this reason all
companies try to make their new products compatible with their previous
products. Compatibility and full use of new products conflict. Developing
companies in all stages therefore try to find an optimal mix between the
two.
We see these problems in all stages. For users it is hard to use new and
different programmes as they

lose their experience and datafiles. For

software houses it is very hard to change to a new and more advanced
compiler whereas
for hardware producers it is very difficult to change to another family of
processors for the same reasons.

4.3.

Technical Inadequacy

The process of renewal of the products is under strong pressure. Products
have to be developed at such a speed that developing companies often decide
to make products which don't make use of the technical possibilities of the
components used. At the moment we see that hardware doesn't use all the
possibilities of the incorporated processors, that operating systems don't
use the possibilities of the hardware and that users can't make use of all
the possibilities of the applied software. This technical inadequacy also
slows down the process of automation.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
We

distinguished

different stages

of

development

in

the

process

of

automation. From the development of chips at the outset to the development
of user techniques at the end. When we look at the pace of innovation in
the different stages we see that development slows down the nearer we get
to the top of the process. The closer we get to the top the more automation
is changing from a technical process to a social or organisational process.
In contemporary society social problems seem more difficult to solve than
technical problems.
All processes in the computer revolution have an evolutionary character.
Compatibility and continuity force us to change slowly respecting the
existing situation.
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The process of automation is an iterative process in which each stage
influences the other stages continuously. Comparing the

impact on the

process of automation of the innovation spiral and the information spiral
we see that the influence of the

innovation spiral is

much stronger.

Technical improvements are more powerful in directing the process than
experience and user needs. This fact is impeding the adaption of programmes
to user specifications and as such their introduction into use.

6. STATE OF THE ART
It is interesting to see how the process of automation takes place in the
field of Computer Aided Architectural Design.

6.1.

Hardware

As they are relatively small businesses, architects usually use microcomputers. Nowadays the standard is the 16/32 bit IBM-AT compatible computer
based on the Intel 80286 processor. These machines are hardly powerful
enough for 2D drafting use. Memory capacity and processing power are too
limited

for

big

complex

drafts.

They

are

of

very

good

use

for

wordprocessing or calculating jobs.

6.2.

Operating Systems

MS/DOS 3 is the standard operating system for microcomputers. One of the
main restrictions of this operating system is the maximum addressed space
of 640 Kb RAM, which is too small for drafting. At the moment we are
awaiting m new version of MS/DOS which no longer has this problem.

6.3.

Application Programmes

Cad-programmes on microcomputers have been available for 5 years. Cad-programmes on microcomputers are well able to support the drafting process,
but they don't have specific features to support design. This year the
first sophisticated 3D cad-programmes and visualisation programmes will
appear on microcomputers. We see a rapid development of computer graphics
features on microcomputers. The development towards design-supporting-cad
is very slow.
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6.4.
It

is

Application Techniques
very

production

difficult
of

its

for

main

any

organisation to

product

change

fundamentally. The

the

main

method

of

activity

of

architects is the production of all such information necessary for the
construction of buildings. Drawings form the most important part of this
information. Thus for architects it is very difficult to change their
drawing

process.

At

the

moment

architects

are

trying

to

copy

the

traditional drafting process with computers. This practice does not usually
save time or money.

7. THE FUTURE
In trying to give some idea of future developments two approaches seem
feasible. In the first place it is possible to formulate an ideal for the
future based on our present experience with Caad. In the second place it is
possible to make an extrapolation from the state of the art to the state of
the future based on the conclusions we made on the process of automation.

7.1.

Ideal Situation

We are able to formulate an ideal programme on the basis of our present experience with cad systems in architecture. Of course our ideal will change
as our experience increases. In the ideal architectural cad programme it is
possible to build a three-dimensional model of the designed object. Of
course

the

graphical

model

can

be

built

interactively.

The

system

incorporates specific knowledge of all building materials. The programme
has a large knowledge base on functional, semantic and material default
information. A large part of the information in the model can be deduced
automatically by rules of inference mechanisms. The programme supports the
aspect of the design process in which the density of information increases
during the design and building process. Initially the information is only
defined roughly to become more specific later on. Information can first be
defined on a functional or semantic level. At a later stage the programme
can transfer this semantic information into actual building materials. All
the different aspects of building information are

incorporated in the

model. Default information on materials such as prices, colour, shape,
specific gravity etc. can easily be redefined by the different users. The
programme is able to generate data as input for calculations in all these
fields. The programme is able to make several graphical simulations of the
building process (as it incorporates time it is at least 4-dimensional).
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Designers

and

planners

can

use

these

simulations

to

see

whether

constructive or logistic problems will appear. The model can generate data
for

CNC-controlled

manufacturing machines

of

building

materials. The

complete administration, planning and management of the building process is
supported by data from this model. During the building process the model
can be updated in order to resemble the build reality. Now the model can be
used as main databank for the owner or administrator of the building. The
model has become the primary information tool for facility management,
maintenance, alteration or demolition.

7.2.

Extrapolated Situation

Taking into consideration the state of the art and the structure of the
process of automation we can extrapolate the state of the future.
Technical innovations will take place very fast in the next few years.
Computers will soon become powerful enough. Spectacular techniques of
visualisation will soon become possible on micro's.
Problems in innovation arise the moment both the social factor and the
communication of experience in the process of automation become important.
We can determin this point with a high degree of accuracy. The production
of computers, operating systems and programmes for computer graphics is
mainly technical. Technical specifications are dominant here. The production of software which is supporting the methods of work of users is more
of a social problem. Here user experience and working methods are dominant.
These programmes can only be developed in an iterative process where users
use the available software and software-engineers use the available user
experience. In this process user experience and communication between the
stages is dominant. We don't expect sophisticated Caad-programmes based on
user experience to be available very soon.
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8. CONCLUSIONS
We see that the process of automation, in its present form, will not lead
us to the future we want. As a matter of fact we need a drastic change of
the process of automation itself. We would like the information spiral to
become the primary factor in the process of automation. User experience
should directly influence all stages in the process. A major point of
consideration for the future of Caad is therefore how we can change the
present process of automation into a process dominated by user experience.

